Chapter 2

Fundamentals of Process Intensification:
A Process Systems Engineering View
Deenesh K. Babi, Mauricio Sales Cruz, and Rafiqul Gani

Abstract This chapter gives an overview of the fundamentals of process
intensification from a process systems engineering point of view. The concept of
process intensification, including process integration, is explained together with the
drivers for applying process intensification, which can be achieved at different
scales of size, that is, the unit operation scale, the task scale, and the phenomena
scale. The roles of process intensification with respect to process improvements and
the generation of more sustainable process designs are discussed and questions
related to when to apply process intensification and how to apply process intensification are answered through illustrative examples. The main issues and needs for
generation of more sustainable process alternatives through process intensification
are discussed in terms of the need for a systematic computer-aided framework and
the methods and tools that should be employed through it. The process for the
production of methyl-acetate is used as an example to highlight the generation of
more sustainable process alternatives through this framework. Perspectives, conclusions, and future work are proposed in order to further develop the field of
process intensification using a systems approach.

2.1

Introduction

The objective of process synthesis is the selection of the best (optimal) process
flowsheet from among numerous alternatives for converting specified raw materials
into specific desired products, subject to predefined performance criteria [1]. More
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Fig. 2.1 Role of process intensification within sustainable process design

sustainable design is defined as the design of process flowsheets that correspond to
lower values of a set of targeted performance criteria based on economical,
operational, and environmental factors [2]. As shown in Fig. 2.1, the sustainable
design is obtained through improvements with reference to the early stage design
(also called reference design or base-case design). The role of process synthesis in
finding the early stage design and/or the more sustainable design is to generate the
feasible process alternatives. The generation of alternatives can be done in various
ways, for example, trial and error, rule-based heuristics, process integration (mass
and energy), process optimization, process intensification, and many more. In this
chapter, process intensification, which also includes process integration, is
presented. Through the improvements as shown in the middle layer of Fig. 2.1,
the following improvements related to the physical system can be obtained through
process intensification [3]:
• Catalysts—the screening and selection of novel catalysts for reactive systems
• Solvents—the generation, screening, and selection of environmentally friendly
solvents for separation processes
• Materials—the design of new materials for the design of novel, innovative unit
operations that combine reaction, separation, or reaction–separation systems
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• Energy—the use of process integration concepts to generate more sustainable
process alternatives with respect to reduced waste and environmental impact
Process intensification has been receiving increased attention and importance
because of its potential to obtain innovative and more sustainable process design
alternatives. But what is process intensification? Many definitions have been
proposed for process intensification and a few are highlighted here. Stankiewicz
and Moulijn [4] defined process intensification as the development of novel and
sustainable equipment that compared to the existing state-of-the-art, produces
dramatic process improvements related to equipment sizes, waste production, and
other factors. Reay et al. [5] defined process intensification as process development
that involves reduction in equipment (unit operation) sizes that lead to improvements in reaction kinetics, better energy efficiency, reduction in capital cost, and
improvement in process safety. Ponce-Ortega et al. [6] defined process intensification as an activity characterized by five principles—reduced size of equipment,
increased throughput of process, reduced equipment holdup or inventory, reduced
usage of utilities and raw materials, and, increase efficiency of process equipment.
The above definitions provide insights into the different scales at which process
intensification can be employed.
With the exception of process integration, there are, however, not many
published methods to determine the intensified solutions for processes, even though
successful intensified solutions have been reported by many. Examples of process
intensification methods have been proposed at unit operation scale by Bessling
et al. [7], at task scale by Agreda et al. [8] and at phenomena/molecular scale by
Freund and Sundmacher [9]. These methods however, mainly focus on the design
of new/novel unit operations that enhances/integrates a particular set of tasks and/or
phenomena within the process, but does not consider the interaction of the rest of
the unit operations that constitute the final (total) process design. They are also
specific to the characteristic of the unit operations studied.
With a systematic and generic method for find process intensification solutions,
Lutze et al. [10] recently proposed a definition for process intensification that
covers all three scales and consider the overall process. According to Lutze
et al. [10], process intensification is defined as the targeted improvement of a
process at the unit operations scale, the task scale, and/or the phenomena scale.
With overall improvement as the objective, at the unit operations scale the individual equipment that constitute the final process design of any chemical or
biochemical process is identified and/or designed; at the task scale, the functions
(tasks) performed by each unit operation are identified and analyzed; and, at the
phenomena scale, the phenomena that satisfies the tasks to be performed are
identified and analyzed. In this way, links between the scales are established and
allows the search in various scales to find the design of new, innovative, and
sustainable processes. This method can be applied to the design of new processes
as well as, the retrofitting of existing processes, in order to make them more
sustainable. This concept of scales is illustrated through Fig. 2.2 where at the
lower scales, a small set of tasks and phenomena are employed to represent various
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Fig. 2.2 Multiscale method for process intensification

process flowsheet alternatives. Moving from the higher to the lower scale increases
the possibility for process innovation because of the following reasons:
• New alternatives that match the functions of unit operations can be generated
through the combination of tasks, leading to new flowsheet alternatives.
• New ways to perform tasks can be generated by combining different phenomena,
leading to the generation of novel and (more sustainable) flowsheet alternatives.
Therefore, if processes are designed at scales lower than the unit operation scale,
there is an increased chance of finding a more sustainable overall process design.
This is highlighted by the process intensification solutions reported by Agreda
et al. [8] and Siirola [11] for the production of methyl-acetate from the reaction
of methanol and acetic acid. Papalexandri and Pistikopoulos [12] proposed the idea
of combination of phenomena to generate new unit operations. Peschel et al. [13],
Lutze et al. [10, 14] and Babi et al. [2] illustrate the use of phenomena-based
approaches to achieve process intensification.
Process integration can be considered as a special case of process intensification
and is commonly defined as the design and analysis of the best (optimal) network
for mass and energy utilization applied to the design (or retrofitting) and operation
of new as well as existing processes [15]. Consequently, process integration is
concerned with two integration concepts within a chemical (and biochemical)
process—mass and/or energy integration [16, 17]. Mass integration is the efficient
utilization of mass within the process (for example, minimization of fresh water use
in a process) through the analysis and optimization of mass flows within the
process. Analogously, energy integration is the efficient utilization of energy within
the process (for example heat integration) through the analysis and optimization of
energy needs within the process. As the use of water and energy are related to the
performance criteria for more sustainable designs and are achieved through the
integration of two or more operations, they are therefore also regarded as special
cases of process intensification. Methods for performing process integration focus
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on the selection and combination of existing as well as novel process technologies
in the best (optimal) manner for the efficient use and utilization of mass and/or
energy. Therefore, in this chapter, unless otherwise indicated, PI includes process
intensification as well as process integration.
The objective of this chapter is to present and discuss the fundamentals of
process intensification. First, the concept of PI is introduced, followed by a discussion on when and how to employ PI? This includes a discussion on the role of
process intensification in sustainable process design as well as the connection
between process integration and process intensification. Also, examples of successful application of process intensification are given. Next, the methods and tools
needed to determine process intensification solutions are presented in terms of a
general mathematical problem formulation, a brief overview of the different solution techniques, the need for a systematic computer-aided framework, and the
associated methods and tools. The application of this framework is highlighted
through a case study involving the production of methyl-acetate by reaction of
methanol with acetic acid. The chapter ends with a discussion of perspectives,
conclusions, and future work on the role of process intensification in relation to the
design of more sustainable and innovative processes as well as pointing out some of
the recent achievements. Note that even though process integration is regarded as a
special case of process intensification, it is only briefly covered in this chapter.
Also, recent developments on process integration can be found in the review of the
state-of-the-art by Klemes et al. [18].

2.2

When and How to Apply PI?

In the chemical and biochemical process industry, improvements in economic as
well as environmental factors are required for new as well as existing processes
[3, 19]. PI plays a major role in achieving the desired improvements in processing
options through the design of processes that constitute more sustainable alternatives, that is, hybrid/intensified unit operations (equipment). A hybrid/intensified
unit operation, is an operation that enhances the function of one or more unit
operations for performing a task or a set of tasks through a new design of the unit
operation or the combination of more than one unit operations. For example,
reactive distillation is a combination of reaction and separation (see Fig. 2.3a)
and a membrane reactor is a combination of reaction and in situ removal of a
reactant or product (see Fig. 2.3b).
Process Integration can be applied in the following forms for achieving process
improvement:
• Heat integration (heat exchanger networks) where energy efficiency is increased
through energy consumption minimization. This was the first type of process
integration, first developed by Linnhoff et al. [20] and further extended and
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Fig. 2.3 Examples of hybrid/intensified unit operations: (a) reactive distillation (b) membrane
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solved using a mixed integer non-linear programming (MINLP) approach by
Papoulias and Grossmann [21].
• Mass integration (mass exchanger networks) where the flow route of mass within
the process is optimized, for example, through the use of concentration differences [16, 18].
• Supply-chain management where the total supply-chain cost (related to suppliers, storage, retailers, customers etc.), is minimized based on the concepts
applied for heat and mass integration [18, 22].
The impact of process integration on cost reduction and environmental factors
have been reported by numerous authors, see for example, Papoulias and
Grossmann [21], Singhvi et al. [22] and Kazantzi and El-Halwagi [23] for overall
capital cost and/or operating cost reduction through increased process integration.
As the cost reduction due to more efficient use of energy and water resources is
achieved, it also reduces the waste and has a positive impact on the environment,
making the process thereby more sustainable.
Babi et al. [24] proposed a 3-stage sustainable process synthesis–design method
(see Fig. 2.4) including the use of PI. According to this method, in the first stage, the
optimal processing paths are synthesized to convert a set of raw materials into a
desired set of products. In the second, the optimal processing path (flowsheet) is
selected for further study that includes identification of the process bottlenecks or
hot-spots. These hot-spots help to define targets for improvement, which when
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Fig. 2.4 Three-stage sustainable process design method that incorporates PI

matched would lead to more sustainable and innovative solutions. In the thirdstage, methods with or without considering PI are applied to generate process
alternatives that match the desired targets for process improvements. Here, applications of different PI methods are possible.
From Fig. 2.4, it can be noted that for existing processes with already identified
hot-spots, entry to the 3-stage method is at stage 3. Alternatively, if the process
exists but the hot-spots have not been identified, then the entry to the 3-stage
method is at stage 2, while for a totally new process synthesis problem, the entry
is at stage 1. Therefore, opportunities to apply PI exist whenever deficiencies
(bottlenecks or hot-spots) in design and/or operation of a process are identified. A
classic example is the flowsheet (see Fig. 2.5) for the production of methyl-acetate
by reaction of methanol with acetic acid. Can the number of unit operations be
decreased? Can the product yield and purity be increased? Can the process be made
more sustainable? As Fig. 2.3b indicate, the answer is yes. Another classic example
in the case of heat integration is the combination of a heat exchanger that needs to
reduce the temperature of a stream with another that needs to increase the temperature of a stream. Integration in this case saves energy as well as cooling medium
and thereby makes the process after integration more sustainable.
As the definition of PI implies, to apply PI, a combination of operations, tasks,
and/or phenomena need to occur simultaneously subject to the specified objectives
and constraints of the process. That is, which combination of operations, tasks,
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Fig. 2.5 When to apply PI—process flowsheet for the production of methyl-acetate

and/or phenomena would lead to an alternative that is better than the base-case
design according to a set of performance criteria and subject to the principal
requirements of PI? Siirola [11] proposed a combination of tasks that lead to the
well-known intensified solution of a reactive distillation column for the production
of methyl-acetate (see Fig. 2.5). Babi et al. [24] proposed a phenomena-based
approach where combinations of a set of phenomena lead to a set of tasks, whose
combinations lead to a set of new or existing unit operations that when combined
give a final set of PI solutions. Babi et al. [24] also illustrated their method to the
methyl-acetate production and reported same reactive distillation solution as well
as other feasible PI solutions.
Through the use of intensification design concepts, novel hybrid/intensified unit
operations (see Table 2.1) that exploit mechanisms (phenomena) related to, for
example, heat and mass transfer are determined. Heat-transfer mechanisms are
enhanced through the use of passive and active techniques, for example, rough
surfaces (passive) and electrostatic fields (active). Mass transfer mechanisms are
enhanced through the use and enhancement of three external physical characteristics, rotation (for example, use of a rotor), vibration (for example, high frequency
ultrasound), and mixing (for example, inline mixers) [5]. In a reactive distillation,
on the other hand, the phenomena of reaction and separation (for example, vapor–
liquid equilibrium) take place simultaneously on every stage or transfer unit.
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Table 2.1 List of reported hybrid/intensified unit operations
Unit operation
(equipment)
Compact heat
exchanger
Foam heat
exchanger
Micro-heat
exchangers
Spinning disk
reactor
Membrane
reactors
Reactive
distillation
Divided-wall
column
Deodorizer
HiGee (rotating
disks)
Inline mixers

Techniques for equipment
intensification
Channel size reduction

Application
Power generation

Reference
[25]

Surface enhancement by metal-coated
polymer foam
Chemical etching

Micro-power
generation
“Lab-on-a-chip”

[26]

Rotation and agitation of catalyzed
disks
Combination of reactor and membrane
unit
Combination of catalyst (for reaction)
and distillation
Thermal coupling of two adjacent
columns into a single column
Surface enhancement by metal-coated
surface
Metal foam inside a rotating pack-bed

PharmaceuticalsDarzen’s reaction
Esterification
reactions
Esterification
reactions
Extractive
distillation
Deodorization

[28]

De-aeration

[32]

Use of baffles

Polymer processing

[33]

[27]

[29]
[11]
[30]
[31]

Another similar example is a membrane reactor, which provides the opportunity for
in situ product/by-product removal thereby simplifying the downstream processing
steps [29, 34]. Table 2.1 lists various hybrid/intensified unit operations and their
reported area of application.
The synthesis of heat exchanger networks using a pinch-based temperature
interval method was first introduced by Linhoff and Flower [35] for energy (heat)
integration. The method utilizes concepts based on thermodynamic and physical
insights. The minimum utility requirements (heating and cooling) are identified
first, followed by the design and analysis of an (heat) exchanger network. However,
this method does not guarantee the best (optimal) solution to the energy integration
problem, that is, the use of the minimum number of heat exchangers for the design
of the integrated heat exchanger network. Therefore, the synthesis of heat
exchanger networks was further developed using mathematical programming, see
for example, Papoulias and Grossmann [21]. Here, the heat integration problem is
defined as a MINLP problem that can be reduced to a mixed integer linear
programming (MILP) problem for design and analysis of the optimal integrated
heat exchanger network.
Similar concepts as proposed by Linhoff and Flower [35] have been extended to
the design and analysis of mass exchanger networks; see for example, El-Halwagi
and Manousiouthakis [36]. The minimum mass requirements, that is, the amount
(mass) of a targeted species p that can be transferred into a lean process stream
(above the mass pinch point) and the minimum amount (mass) of an external mass
separating agent required for removal of the targeted species p (below the
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mass pinch point) are first identified followed by the design of the best (optimal)
mass exchanger network.
Process intensification also utilizes the concepts from process integration in
order to design hybrid/intensified unit operations that integrate mass and/or energy
within a single-unit operation and/or reduce the number of unit operations, compared to a conventional process. This is shown in Fig. 2.6. As an example, consider
a divided-wall column (single-unit operation) that integrates the separation of a
ternary zeotropic mixture (mass) having a lower utility consumption (energy)
compared to the conventional approach that uses a two-column sequence [24].
At whichever scale, process intensification is performed, the output is expected
to be a better, more sustainable process compared to a selected reference (basecase) design. Stankiewicz and Moulijn [37] proposed that process intensification
can be decomposed into two main classifications [9], intensified unit operations
(hybrid/intensified equipment) and intensified methods. This is shown in Fig. 2.7. In
each classification different subclassifications can be made with respect to intensified unit operations and available methods.
Since according to Fig. 2.7, multiple intensified unit operations exist, therefore,
there is a need for the development of intensified methods that incorporate within
their search space these unit operations for the design of (sustainable) chemical and
biochemical processes. However, to go beyond the current search of these hybrid/
intensified unit operations and to find truly predictive methods that also provide the
opportunity to generate and design novel, innovative unit operations, these methods
must operate at lower scales, for example, the phenomena/molecular scale
[10, 38]. Table 2.2 provides examples of process intensification at the unit operations scale, task scale, and phenomena scale.

Process Intensification

Intensified Unit
Operations

Reactors
Membrane
reactors

Separators
Reactive
distillation

Heat
Exchangers
Micro-heat
exchangers

Intensified Methods

Mixing

In-line mixers

Heuristic
Process
section

Bessling et al., 1997
Kiss et al., 2007

Mathematical
Programming
Caballero and
Grossmann, 2004
Ramapriya et al., 2014

Hybrid
Peschel et al., 2012
Seifert et al., 2012

Entire
Process

Objective

Need

Lutze et al., 2013
Babi et al., 2014

Given: The intensified unit operations
Find: Processes that incorporate these unit exisiting operations
Given: Design targets
Find: Novel intensified unit operations that meet these targets

Exploitation of the
phenomena/molecular
scale

Fig. 2.7 Classification of PI operations

Table 2.2 List of PI solutions at different scales: unit operations, tasks, and phenomena

Process
Production of ethyl
acetate
Separation of acetone–butanol
ethanol
Waste water
treatment
Production of
methyl-acetate
Crystallization

Transesterification
of DMC with
ethanol

Production of ethylene oxide
Production of
iso-propyl acetate
Production of
dimethylcarbonate

Hybrid/
intensified unit
operation
Unit operations
Pack-bed reactive distillation
PDMS/ceramic
composite
membrane
Bioreactor
Task (functional)
Reactive
distillation
Crystallizer
coupled with
ultrasounds
Microwaveassisted reactive
distillation
Phenomena/
Molecular
Membrane-based
reactor
Plate-frame-flow
reactorpervaporator
Divided-wall
column

Remarks

Reference

Analysis of homogenous/heterogeneous
catalysts and process operation
conditions
Analysis of molecular transport during
pervaporation

[39]

Kinetic study for the effect of oxidation
processes

[41]

Integration of all reaction and process
tasks
Effect of paracetamol crystallization

[8]

Investigation of the impact of enhancing
the reaction mechanism using microwave heating

[43]

Analysis of a novel reactor design
concept
Analysis of a novel reaction–separation
reactor

[38]

Analysis of the effect on separation for
dimethyl-carbonate and methanol

[24]

[40]

[42]

[10]
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Methods and Tools for Achieving PI

The general sustainable process design problem highlighted in Fig. 2.3 can be
formulated mathematically through (2.1)–(2.5)
min=max Fobj ¼ Fobj ðx; y; d; z; ΘÞ
s:t:

ð2:1Þ

h1 ðx; y; d; z; ΘÞ ¼ 0

ð2:2Þ

b  B1 x þ B2 y  b
u

h3  h3 ðx; yÞ  h3
l

g  gðx; yÞ  g
l

u

u

u

ð2:3Þ
ð2:4Þ
ð2:5Þ

where
yj ¼ 0=1, j ¼ 1, 2, . . . ny , x  0

ð2:6Þ

The objective function to be minimized/maximized is defined by (2.1) and is
subject to a set of design and optimization variables x; a set of binary decision
integer variables y (0, 1); a set of equipment variables d; a set of thermodynamic
variables z; and a set of process specifications Θ. Equation (2.2) represents a system
of linear and/or non-linear process model equations. The process models are
considered at steady state consisting of phenomena and, mass and energy balance
equations. Note that in general, process models can be used for steady state,
dynamic, or both. Equations (2.3) and (2.4) represent the process flowsheet physical
constraints and equipment design specifications, for example, the process flowsheet
structure and equipment design parameters. Equation (2.5) represents a set of
intensification constraints, for example, intensified equipment design specifications
and performance criteria (sustainability metrics and LCA factors) that the feasible
(intensified) flowsheet alternatives must satisfy. Based on the mathematical formulation presented through (2.1)–(2.5), process synthesis-intensification is performed
for the design of more sustainable processes that contain intensified/hybrid unit
operations.
The process synthesis-intensification problem to be solved, (2.1)–(2.5), can be
formulated as a MINLP problem when the objective function and/or constraints
include both linear and non-linear equations and, binary integer variables (for the
selection of phenomena, tasks, and/or unit operations). In order to manage the
complexity for finding the best (optimal) solution to the synthesis-intensification
problem, an efficient and systematic solution approach is required. One method is
the decomposition-based solution strategy method where the problem is
decomposed into a set of subproblems that are solved according to a predefined
calculation order. Most of the subproblems require bounded solution of a subset of
equations. The final subproblem is solved as a set of NLP or MILP.
Feasible, intensified flowsheet alternatives are identified as follows:
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(a) First, the process model equations, (2.2), are solved subject to the constraints
defined in (2.3) and (2.4) in order to generate a set of flowsheet alternatives.
(b) These alternatives are then evaluated using the intensification performance
criteria, (2.5), in order to select a set of feasible (intensified) flowsheet
alternatives.
(c) For the remaining flowsheet alternatives, the objective function value, (2.1), is
calculated and ordered. The flowsheet alternative(s) that give the best (optimal) objective function value are selected as the more sustainable (innovative)
designs.
Multiple performance criteria can be used in order to evaluate the opportunities
for performing process intensification or process integration. A list of performance
criteria [3, 10, 24] for the application of process intensification is given in Table 2.3
and are based on criteria defined at the unit operations scale, task scale, and
phenomena scale.

2.3.1

Solution Approaches

Methods that have been developed for performing process intensification at the unit
operations (process) scale, task scale, and phenomena scale, systematize the generation and selection of the best (more sustainable) intensified flowsheet design. In
order to increase the efficiency of these methods, computer-aided tools have been
developed in order to perform model-based analyses (for example, reactor analysis), environmental analyses (for example, LCA), etc.
The classification of methods for performing process synthesis can also be used
for classifying the methods for process intensification. Process synthesis can be
performed through the application of three types of methods, heuristic-based
methods, mathematical programming and hybrid-based methods. In heuristicbased methods, knowledge-based methods that consist of sets of heuristic rules
are applied [44–46]. In mathematical programming-based methods, an optimization
problem is formulated and solved using a generated superstructure that contains a
finite number of unit operations and their corresponding interconnections, commonly derived by making use of engineering judgement, heuristics, and/or thermodynamic considerations [21, 47, 48]. In hybrid-based methods the know-how of the
previous two methods, heuristics and mathematical programming are utilized.
These methods keep the simple structure of heuristic/knowledge-based methods,
but replace the fixed rules with guidelines based on thermophysical insights,
generated through the analysis of the behavior of the chemical system [49–
51]. Hybrid methods move beyond the well-used unit operations scale and operate
at different scales for performing process synthesis [11, 12].
For process intensification, unlike process synthesis, heuristic-based methods,
and mathematical programming methods for the design of entire chemical and
biochemical processes have not yet been proposed. However, methods for the

*
*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*

*

*

Energy
efficiency

Separation
efficiency

*Indicates the performance criteria that are used as a measure of improvements

Performance criteria
Effective use of resources (raw material)
New processing routes
Equipment capital investment
Utility consumption
Sustainability metrics
LCA factors
Integration of unit operations (sustainable
technologies
Integration of tasks
Integration of phenomena

Improvements
Raw material
utilization
*
*

Table 2.3 Improvements and performance criteria for performing process intensification
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*
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intensification of specific parts (reaction and separation) of a process have been
proposed. For heuristic-based methods, rule-based design decisions based on process know-how and thermophysical properties have been proposed for the use of
reactive distillation [7] and reactive divided-wall columns [52]. For mathematical
programming-based methods, methods for sequencing and selection of dividedwall columns [53, 54], for reactive distillation [55] and reactive distillation plus
membrane separation [56], have been proposed.
Hybrid methods for process intensification have been proposed for intensification of an entire chemical and biochemical process and specific parts of a process.
For intensification of specific parts of a process, Siirola [11] proposed the means–
ends analysis that identifies tasks (based on expert knowledge) to satisfy a set of
process specifications. Peschel et al. [13, 38] proposed a method for generating
novel intensified reactor network designs based on elementary process functions
and Seifert et al. [57] proposed a modular concept for process design where sections
of a process are modularized in order to generate flexible process designs. For
intensification of entire processes, Lutze et al. [10] and Babi et al. [2] proposed a
phenomena-based method where the process phenomena are combined in order to
fulfill tasks. Once these tasks are fulfilled, the combined phenomena are translated
into unit operations. Such a method provides the opportunity to innovate because
the generated unit operation from phenomena may either be novel (new, innovative) or existing.

2.3.2

Phenomena-Based Approach

A multi-level, multi-stage, computer-aided framework for process synthesisintensification is highlighted. The framework offers process synthesisintensification at the unit operations scale [58], at the task scale [11] and at the
phenomena scales [10]. The framework is applied to the production of methylacetate (MeOAc) in order to generate intensified flowsheet alternatives inclusive of
the well-known reactive distillation process proposed by Agreda et al. [8] using a
phenomena-based synthesis method.
Concept of phenomena-based synthesis: This concept is similar to computer-aided
molecular design methods [59] where molecules (similar in concept to unit operations) are designed subject to a set of target (desired) properties and using
functional groups (different combinations of atoms, which are similar in concept
to tasks) and/or atoms (similar in concept to phenomena) as the building blocks.
Consider, for example, atoms that can be combined to form functional groups, in
the same manner phenomena building blocks (PBBs) can be combined to form
simultaneous phenomena building blocks (SPBs). These SPBs are combined to
form operations in the same way that groups are joined together to form molecules.
By combining building blocks at lower scales (molecules or PBBs), new molecules
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and/or new process flowsheets are in principle obtained. Also, a small set of
building blocks are used for representing multiple molecules and flowsheets.
Phenomena-based process flowsheet representation: The PBBs involved in a process need to be identified. This is done through the analysis of a knowledge-base of
unit operations, the tasks that they perform and the phenomena that they employ.
Based on a study of multiple chemical (and biochemical) processes, it was found
that most processes can be represented by using the following eight PPBs: mixing
(M) (including two-phase-mixing (2phM)), heating (H), cooling (C), reaction (R),
phase contact (PC), phase transition (PT), phase separation (PS) and dividing (D).
Combination of PBBs to represent tasks, unit operations and flowsheets: One or
more PBBs are combined to form SPBs, subject to a set of combination rules that
fulfill the objectives of any task. Two examples of these combination rules for
combining PBBs are: (1) H and C PBBs cannot be combined to form SPBs because
this combination is thermodynamically not feasible; (2) R and PT PBBs can be
combined to form SPBs because the energy from an exothermic reaction can be
used to drive simultaneous reaction–separation tasks. Note that other involved
phenomena are then added to the SPB in order to complete the free connections.
As an example of the final SPB for the R ¼ PT combination, consider combining the
following PBBs, M, 2phM, PC and PS, to fulfill the requirement of simultaneous
reaction-reparation task, M ¼ 2phM ¼ R ¼ PC(VL) ¼ PT(VL) ¼ PS(VL), where PT
(VL) is a PBB representing a VL-separation task. A combination of SPBs forms
operations that are translated to known or new (novel) unit operations that constitutes the final (more sustainable) flowsheet alternatives. An example of the representation of a reactive distillation (RD) column using SPBs having a reactive
section is shown in Fig. 2.8.
The multi-level computer-aided synthesis-intensification framework: The multilevel framework is presented in Fig. 2.9. The input and output of each stage is
highlighted together with the different computer-aided tools used at the different
levels of the synthesis-intensification framework. The computer-aided tools are
available in the updated version of ICAS version 17 [60], except for the commercial
process simulators (PROII and ASPEN).

Operation
M=C=2phM=PC(VL)=PT(VL)=PS(VL)
M=2phM=R=PC(VL)=PT(VL)=PS(VL)
M=H=2phM=PC(VL)=PT(VL)=PS(VL)

Reactive Distillation
Unit Operation

Fig. 2.8 Combination of SPBs to form an operation that fulfill a task (for example, a reactionseparation task)
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Fig. 2.9 Systematic process synthesis-intensification framework (adopted from Babi et al. [2])

The first level of the framework defines the problem, the objective function to be
minimized (or maximized) and a selection/generation (if not available) of base-case
design at the unit operations scale. The second level performs economic sustainability and LCA analyses to systematically and logically identify process hot-spots
that are translated into intensification (design) targets/constraints for process
improvements/design. The inputs to the analyses are detailed mass and energy
balance data and the base-case process flowsheet information. The third level
performs process synthesis-intensification at the three different scales (unit operations, tasks, phenomena) subject to the following condition: the new synthesized
(intensified) flowsheets must have a reduction in the number of unit operations
compared to the base-case design.
The base-case design at the unit operations scale is translated to the task-based
flowsheet that is further translated to the phenomena-based flowsheet. All identified
PBBs from the base-case design and additional (desirable) PBBs obtained from
analysis of the chemical system, constitute the final PBB search space. All possible
combination of the PBBs are calculated and screened using the combination rules
for obtaining a feasible set of SPBs. Next, SPBs are combined to form operations
that fulfill tasks that are translated to unit operations. Only those operations and
their combination to flowsheets are retained if they satisfy all constraints and move
the objective function in the desired direction.

2.3.3

Computer-Aided Tools

Different computer-aided tools can be employed for performing and evaluating
process intensification at the three different scales and in the three different stages
(see Fig. 2.4). Examples of these tools and their application are presented in
Table 2.4.
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Table 2.4 Tools for performing process intensification. Adopted from Babi et al. [2]
Method
Property
model-based

Tool-name/
tool-type
ICAS-utilitya
/Analysis

CAMD;
Database
search

ProCAMDa/
Selection

Driving
force-based;
Equilibriumbased
Model/Heuristic-based

PDSa/
Design,
Analysis

Model-based
Model-based

Features
Group contribution-based
property models used for
VLE, LLE, SLE, distillation
boundary, residue curve, etc.,
calculations
Search and selection of solvents for various types of solvent based separation
processes
Generation of phase and driving force diagrams for design
of distillation columns

ECONa/
Analysis

Economic calculation and
evaluation based on the
models from Peters et al. [61]

SustainProa/
Analysis
LCSofta

Indicator-based method [62]

Model-based

CAPSSa/
Analysis

Model-based

ProPreda

Equationoriented
problem
solution
Model-based
calculations

MoTa, Aspen
Custom
Modeller/
Analysis
Aspen Plus,
PROII/
Analysis

Indicator-based method
using cradle to the gate concept for LCA analysis [63]
Pure component property
analysis [58]

Intensification remarks
Use of phase diagrams for
reaction, separation, and/or
reaction–separation
understanding
Selection of environmentally
friendly solvents that affect the
separation of compounds
Use of driving force diagrams
for the optimal design of
hybrid/intensified unit
operations
Economic evaluation of processes for identifying economic design targets for
achieving process
intensification
Environmental evaluation of
processes for identifying sustainability design targets for
achieving process
intensification

Group contribution-based
property models [64]
Process and property models
can be generated and solved
for evaluation.

Pure compound property evaluation for identifying feasible
hybrid/intensified unit
operations
Pure compound property
prediction
Model-based evaluation and
design of intensified/hybrid
unit operations

Models for well-known and
hybrid/intensified unit
operations

Model-based simulation and
analysis of multiple intensified
process alternatives

a

Part of ICAS [60]

The tools listed in Table 2.4 are computer-aided and therefore, provide the
opportunity for rapid investigation of alternatives at the different stages of process
design. At the core of process simulation/investigation of the intensified
flowsheet alternatives, are the property models that must accurately predict the
properties of the pure compounds and mixtures present in the chemical (and
biochemical) system. If the property models are accurate, then their coupling to
the process models produce accurate and reliable process designs.
Many intensified solutions may need the use of an appropriate solvent or process
fluid. For generation of alternative solvents and/or process fluids that are
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environmentally acceptable as well as easy to operate and inexpensive, modelbased tools such as ProCAMD are used. For the selection of intensification design
targets, model-based economic and sustainability indicator-based environmental
evaluations are performed.

2.4

Case Study: Production of Methyl-Acetate

Application of the systematic synthesis-intensification framework is illustrated
through the well-known production process for methyl-acetate (MeOAc). The
objective here is to highlight the fundamental concepts of PI as well as to illustrate
how intensified flowsheet alternatives inclusive of the well-known reactive
distillation process proposed by Agreda et al. [8] can be generated using the
phenomena-based method. The key steps of the framework are highlighted through
the production of methyl-acetate (MeOAc) from an equilibrium-limited reaction
between methanol (MeOH) and acetic acid (HOAc) with water (H2O) as a
by-product. The reaction is a liquid phase reaction catalyzed by Amberlyst 15.
A molar feed ratio of 2:1 for the base-case design for MeOH and HOAc are used
respectively with a total production of 122  103 t/year [65].

2.4.1

Level 1

The synthesis-intensification problem is defined as follows [2]: Find intensified
process design alternatives for the production of MeOAc having a conversion of
HOAc  92 % by maximizing the profit (objective function) defined by (2.7).

Fobj ðCProd ; CRM ; CUt Þ ¼ Opt

8X
,
X
X
<
mj CProd, j 
mj CRM, j 
Ej CUt, j

9
=

:

;

kg Prod

ð2:7Þ
In (2.7), C, m, and E represent the costs, mass, and energy flows, respectively.
The following constraints are specified compared to the base-case design: the use of
solvents is to be minimized; the number of unit operations in the intensified
flowsheet alternatives must be less; sustainability metrics and LCA factors must
be the same or better. From a literature survey a base-case design (see Fig. 2.5) is
available [8]. The base-case design consists of ten unit operations (one reactor, five
distillation columns, one liquid–liquid extractor and decanter). It should be noted
that if a base-case design does not exist, the framework has the option to generate
one. The base-case design is then simulated to obtain detailed mass and energy
balance data.
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Level 2

Economic, sustainability, and LCA analyses are performed. Two potential process
hot-spots are identified. These are limited equilibrium (the reaction does not go to
full completion), which means high flow of raw material in the reactor outlet, and
high energy consumption for solvent recovery in the extractive distillation section
(see, Fig. 2.5). These process hot-spots are then translated into intensification
(design) targets that must be matched through the design of a more sustainable
intensified process. Two criteria to be considered could be: reduce process energy
demand and improve sustainability and LCA factors.

2.4.3

Level 3

Identification of desirable tasks and phenomena: Using the appropriate computeraided tools (see Table 2.4), the chemical system pure compound and mixture
properties are analyzed. The following minimum boiling binary azeotropes are
found: HOAc/H2O (slightly pressure-dependent), MeOH/MeOAc (pressuredependent), and MeOAc/H2O (slightly pressure-dependent). Next, the base-case
design is represented in terms of tasks and then in terms of phenomena. The
selected PBBs obtained from representation of the base-case design at the phenomena level are R, M (assuming four types of mixing: ideal, flow, rectangular, vapor),
2phM, PC(VL), PS(VL), PT(VL) H, C and dividing (D) PBBs. The additional
(desirable/beneficial) PBBs that are added based on thermodynamic insights [58]
are PS(VV), PT(PVL), PT(VV) (key PBBs for pervaporation and vapor permeation
membranes, respectively). Considering all possible combinations of the identified
PBBs, 16278 SPBs are obtained, out of which 64 are found to be feasible using the
combination rules of PBBs to SPBs.
Generation of sustainable intensified alternatives: Starting with the first reaction
task and using thermodynamic insights [58], HOAc is removed from the reactor
effluent containing MeOH/MeOAc. Since H2O is present in the reactor effluent and
also forms an azeotrope with MeOAc, H2O is also found in the top and bottom of
the first separation task (see Fig. 2.10a). The first separation task is achieved by a
VL-separation, that is, using a PT(VL) PBB. In order to reduce the number of
azeotropes in the mixture of H2O, MeOAc, and MeOH, H2O is removed using an
SPB that contains a PT(PVL) PBB, which translates into a pervaporation membrane. Two VL-separation tasks operating at different pressures are employed next
to separate HOAc/H2O and MeOAc/MeOH mixtures, thereby avoiding the use of
solvents (see Fig. 2.10a). Flowsheet alternative 2 (see Fig. 2.10b) is generated by a
priori removal of H2O before the HOAc separation, thereby further reducing the
size of flowsheet alternative 1.
Flowsheet alternative 3 (see Fig. 2.10c) is generated by combining the first
reaction and separation PBBs, thereby making it feasible to combine the first
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Fig. 2.10 The generated flowsheet alternatives for the production of MeOAc [2]. (a)
Flowsheet alternative 1, (b) Flowsheet alternative 2, (c) Flowsheet alternative 3, (d)
Flowsheet alternative 4 (e) Flowsheet alternatives 6–9

reaction and separation tasks for the in situ removal of water using a R ¼ PT(PVL)
SPB. The reactor outlet contains some H2O because of the raw material feed molar
ratio that affects the membrane behavior. The rest of the flowsheet is similar to
flowsheet alternative 1 (see Fig. 2.10a). Flowsheet alternative 4 (see Fig. 2.10d) is
generated by changing the MeOH–HOAc feed ratio resulting in an easier and lesser
separation tasks after the membrane reactor. Flowsheet alternative 5 is not shown in
Fig. 2.10 for reasons of confidentiality.
Flowsheet alternative 6–9 are generated through the combination of the
remaining reaction and separation tasks, thereby producing a reactive distillation
superstructure [2] that consists of reactive stages only, reactive and separation
stages, single- and double-feed configurations (see Fig. 2.10e). It should be noted
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Table 2.5 Values of selected performance criteria for the base-case design and 4 intensified (and
more sustainable) alternatives
Performance metrics
Feed ratio
Energy usage (MJ/kg MeOAc)
Raw material (kg/kg MeOAc)
Utility cost ($/kg MeOAc)
Carbon footprint (eq. kg of CO2)
Fobj, (2.6)

Base-case
2:1
21.9
0.88
0.1
0.92
2.06

Alternatives
3
4
2:1
2:1
20.6
19.1
0.87
0.87
0.09
0.08
0.56
0.52
2.08
2.09

5
1:1
3.6
0.87
0.01
0.09
2.16

9
1:1
2.2
0.88
0.01
0.05
2.16

that among the different SPBs that can be generated, only those that have the
potential to overcome the process hot-spots are considered in order to identify the
more sustainable flowsheet alternatives.

2.4.4

Level 4

Selection of the best, intensified alternative is dependent on economic factors,
sustainability metrics, and LCA factors in addition to the objective function value
and constraints. Table 2.5 gives values of a selected set of performance criteria for
the base-case design and four selected alternative (intensified) designs from the
9 generated alternatives. For each alternative, the conversion of HOAc  92 % has
been achieved, no solvents have been used and the number of unit operations have
been reduced from 10 (the base-case) to 1 (alternative 9).
The finding of non-trade-off-intensified designs that offer improvements in
economic, sustainability/LCA factors is shown in Fig. 2.11 where the ratios of
different performance criteria with respect to the base-case (multiplied by 100)
have been plotted. Not that for profit, the inverse has been taken. The base-case
design is at the boundary while the more sustainable alternatives are all within the
boundary, indicating clearly that these alternatives are more sustainable than the
base-case. Alternatives 5 and 9 give the best results.

2.5

Perspectives, Conclusions, and Future Work

The design of novel, innovative, more sustainable equipment (unit operations) and
methods for the selection and design of the best (optimal) innovative process are
required for successful achievement of PI. Research and development in intensified
equipment design, overall PI solutions, and methods–tools to identify them will
continue to remain an active area as,
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Fig. 2.11 Economic and LCA improvements relative to the base-case design. PCOP photochemical oxidation potential, HTNC human toxicity (non-carcinogenic impacts)

• New design concepts for unit operations for multiple applications in the chemical and biochemical industry will need to be developed
• Accurate models are needed for a better understanding of the complex behavior
of reacting, separating and reacting–separating mixtures in hybrid/intensified
unit operations
• Suitable (novel) materials need to be found for construction of these hybrid/
intensified unit operations for pilot scale testing
• Methods for chemical (and biochemical) process design and optimization need
to be further extended or developed for the selection of a wider range of hybrid/
intensified unit operations that are more flexible and versatile from a sustainable
point of view
Other challenges to application of PI also need to be addressed, for example, the
controllability of hybrid/intensified unit operations, because it is well-known that
the combination of phenomena, that lead to the combination of tasks and unit
operations, also lead to a reduction in the degrees of freedom available for process
control. Therefore, finding/developing the best, more sustainable control strategies
need to be investigated. This can be addressed by integration of process design and
process controller design and by making a priori design decisions that correspond to
the best control strategy.
Process intensification can be performed at different scales (unit operations, task,
and phenomena) and performing PI at each scale increases process innovation.
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Process intensification improves the performance of an existing process as well as
improves the design of a new process in terms of economic and environmental
improvements. It is imperative that chemical and biochemical manufacturers
remain competitive through the design of economically viable, innovative, more
sustainable processes. Therefore, PI plays an important role in identifying the more
sustainable and innovative process designs. In this respect the three-stage approach
of process synthesis stage, process design (and analysis) stage, and innovation stage
(process intensification) where new (or novel) hybrid/intensified unit operations
could be generated, could become an important tool.
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